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Finding Aid for the Howard C. Rice Collection

Contact Information:

Jefferson Library
Thomas Jefferson Foundation, Inc.
(formerly the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation)
Post Office Box 316
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Phone: (434) 984-7540
Fax: (434) 984-7546
Home Page: http://www.monticello.org/library/
Email: library@monticello.org

Scope and Content: The Howard C. Rice Collection consists of books owned, and research materials created and compiled by Howard C. Rice, Jr. The collection was donated to the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation in 1978.

The book collection, numbering some 450 monographs and pamphlets, relate to Jefferson, Monticello, eighteenth-century France, and to Jefferson’s contemporaries, such as the Marquis de Lafayette, Benjamin Franklin, and John Adams.

Twenty-seven research binders created as part of work for his book, Thomas Jefferson’s Paris, include copies of artwork and engravings used in the book, original photography from Rice’s own travels, notes, and correspondence, both handwritten and typed, and various clippings. Another eighteen notebooks for Rice’s edition of the Marquis de Chastellux’s Travels in North America in the Years 1780, 1781, and 1782 include maps, notes, and original photographs from Rice’s retracing of Chastellux’s steps. Additional working files in binders relating to his two publications, as well as articles published by him are in four file drawers and three archival boxes, and these include various maps, notes, correspondence, drafts, slides, microfilm, and index cards.

Size: 55 binders, 4 file drawers, 2 archival boxes, and 450 books.

Physical Location: The collection is housed in the Mary Clark Rockefeller Special Collections Room at the Jefferson Library.

Restrictions: The Howard C. Rice Collection is a restricted access archival collection available on request by researchers for on-site use. Photocopying is permitted for reference use only upon receipt of staff approval; some items may not be copied because of physical condition.
Publication and Copyright Information: Special permission may be granted for duplicating material found within the research notebooks, or for reproducing certain images in the collection. Approved use requires printing the following acknowledgement with each citation or image: “From the Howard C. Rice Collection, Jefferson Library, courtesy Thomas Jefferson Foundation, Inc.”

Biographical Sketch: Howard Crosby Rice, Jr. was born on October 24, 1904 in Brattleboro, Vermont. He obtained his A.B. from Dartmouth College in 1926, and received the degree of Docteur de l’Université de Paris in 1933 with his thesis, “Le Cultivateur américain: Etude sur l’oeuvre de Saint John de Crévecoeur”. Rice held several teaching positions in both American and French schools before his term at Harvard University from 1936 to 1942 as Faculty Instructor in French and Tutor in History and Literature. After World War II, Rice served as Director of the United States Information Library in Paris in the U.S. Embassy.

From 1948 until his retirement in 1970, Rice was an Associate Professor at Princeton University, and served as the Assistant Librarian for Rare Books and Special Collections. He also served as editorial consultant to The Papers of Thomas Jefferson editorial project at Princeton University. His publications include numerous articles and book reviews on historical, literary, artistic, and bibliographical subjects. Author of more than a half dozen scholarly studies, his later historical editing work dealing with various aspects of Franco-American relations, include Travels in North America in the years 1780, 1781 and 1782, and The American campaigns of Rochambeau’s army, 1780-1783. His book, Thomas Jefferson’s Paris, published by Princeton University Press in 1976, was honored as the first recipient of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Award for Creative Scholarship in 1978. Howard C. Rice died in November 1980 at the age of 76.

Collection History: In describing his collection of books and papers, Rice wrote: “It is a mixed bag of ‘working papers’ and the accumulation of reference materials gathered along the way as I have pursued historical studies relating to Thomas Jefferson, his contemporaries, and their 18th-century world. The central thread, if there is one, is Jefferson’s five years in France and his personal and intellectual relations with the French.”

Rice’s research for his 1933 thesis on Saint John de Crévecoeur first brought him into contact with some of Thomas Jefferson’s letters. Further contact with Jefferson letters came in 1934 when Rice worked on a collection of manuscripts by the Marquis de Lafayette for an exhibition to commemorate the centenary of Lafayette’s death. In 1946, Rice was invited to work with Julian Boyd on The Papers of Thomas Jefferson editorial project at Princeton University, and to help locate as many Jefferson letters as possible.

---

His research illuminated the social scene of which Jefferson was a part during his years in Paris, and led to questions about the physical and geographical places in which those social interactions occurred. Boyd suggested that they attempt to locate and identify the principal buildings and residences in which Jefferson had an interest or where he was accustomed to do business or entertain. Rice’s research led to the accumulation of books, pamphlets, maps of Paris, photographs of prints and paintings, which he eventually distilled into his book, *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris*, published in 1976. This research material also found its way into the catalogue of the 1976 National Gallery exhibition, *The Eye of Thomas Jefferson*.

Jefferson’s friend and contemporary, the Marquis de Chastellux, has also been of special interest to Rice. The working papers accumulated during the process of editing the 1963 edition of Chastellux’s *Travels in North America in the Years 1780, 1781, and 1782* might be thought of as “the counterpart of the topographical notebooks illustrating Jefferson’s travels in Europe”2. The research binders pertaining to this part of the Howard C. Rice Collection include the documentation for Rice’s bibliography for *Travels*, and illustrate Chastellux’s journeys from New England south to Virginia, including eighteenth-century views and modern photographs taken in the course of Rice’s own journeys.

Rice’s investigations into eighteenth-century life on both sides of the Atlantic can also be found in his books, and numerous articles and book reviews on historical, literary, artistic, and bibliographical subjects, some of which are listed in the selected bibliography below.

**Selected Bibliography**


---


Organization

The Howard C. Rice Collection consists of the following:

**Part A:** Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) …… pg. 7

**Part B:** Research notebooks for the Rice edition of *Travels in North America in the years 1780, 1781 and 1782*, referred to in this finding aid as Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) ……………………………………………… pg. 23

**Part C:** Additional binders relating to various publications, including the master copy and index for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris*, notes for Rice’s lecture at the Williamsburg Antiques Forum (1976), and *The Eye of Thomas Jefferson* catalogue entries for the National Gallery ……………………………. pg. 30

**Part D:** File case of research folders (4 file drawers originally in 8 boxes): …pg. 33
   Drawer 1: Box 1, Section 1, Folder 1 to Box 2, Section 12, Folder 7
   Drawer 2: Box 2, Section 13 to Box 4, Folder 1c
   Drawer 3: Box 4, Folder 1d to Box 7, Section 6, Folder 8
   Drawer 4: Box 7, Section 7, Folder 9 to Box 8, Section 12, Folder 25

**Part E:** Archive collection of slides, microfilm and index cards (2 boxes) …pg. 47

**Part F:** Books and pamphlets (450 titles) ………………………………… pg. 50

This finding aid provides a general overview of the contents of the collection. For a detailed guide to the individual portions of the collection, including a detailed list of collected images (many used in his *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris*), please consult the Howard C. Rice Collection Detailed Guide available onsite at the Jefferson Library.

In describing this collection, every effort has been made to preserve Howard C. Rice’s original organization, as well as his own content descriptions for his research notebooks. As such, references to Box numbers in Part D of this collection refer to how the original folders in this section were organized when the collection was first transferred to the Foundation in 1978.
The Howard C. Rice Collection
Overview of Contents

Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders)

Compiled by Howard C. Rice, Jr. (between 1946 to 1977)

Chiefly pictorial documents illustrating Jefferson’s sojourn in Europe from 1784-1789, many of which have appeared in vols. 7-16 of the Princeton University Press edition of *The Papers of Thomas Jefferson*, and/or Howard C. Rice’s *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (1976), with some notes and other related material.

Notes: TJ = Thomas Jefferson; Additional entries in braces {} are not found in Rice’s own list of contents for his notebooks.

Notebook A1: Paris

Maps

Wall of Farmers-General
   (Ledoux’s tollhouses)

Bridges

[Cf. TJ’s Paris, Chapter 1]

Notebook A2: Paris -- Center of Paris: Right Bank

Palais Royal
   Including: Visit of ambassadors of Tipoo-Sahib (1788)
   Chess
   Physiognatrace
      (Portraits TJ, Gouverneur Morris)

Halle aux Bleds
   Maria Cosway, portraits

Rue Saint-Honoré
   Fashions
   Mme. d’Houdetot, Marmontel, portraits
   Place Vendôme

[Cf. TJ’s Paris, Chapter 2]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A3: Paris -- Center of Paris: Right Bank

Place Louis XV  (Place de la Concorde)

Tuileries
   Jardin des Tuileries
   Balloon ascensions
   Palais des Tuileries
   Concerts Spirituels

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 3]

Notebook A4: Paris -- Center, Right Bank

Louvre
   Salons
   Paintings shown at Salon of 1787

Art Sales

TJ’s collection of paintings & prints at Monticello (Paris acquisitions)

{ “Le Commerce,” Charles Gabriel Lemonnier }

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 3]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A5: Paris -- New Quarters: Chaussée d’Antin & the Boulevards

- Cul-de-sac Taitbout (Jefferson’s residence, 1784-1785)
- Chaussée d’Antin
  - Ethis de Corny residence
- Montmartre (lower slopes)
  - Bouthin
  - Ruggieri’s
  - Malesherbes (portrait)
- Boulevards
  - Opéra
  - Opéra Comique
    - “Nina” – Madame Dugazon
    - Grétry, Richard Coeur-de-Lion
      - (Music)

  [Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 4]

Notebook A6: Paris -- Jefferson’s Paris purchases

- Sheet music
- Silverware
  - Odiot
- Furniture
- Wallpaper
  - Arthur on the Boulevards

  [Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapters 2, 4…]
Part A: Research notebooks for Thomas Jefferson’s Paris (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A7: Paris -- New Quarters: Grille de Chaillot & Faubourg du Roule

Hôtel de Langeac (Jefferson’s residence, 1785-1789)
Including lease for the house

Trumbull miniature of portrait of TJ

TJ’s engraved calling card as U. S. Minister

[Cf. TJ’s Paris, Chapter 5 & L’Hôtel de Langeac (1947)]

Notebook A8: Paris -- New Quarters: Faubourg du Roule

Pompe à feu de Chaillot

Rue Neuve de Berri

Saint-Philippe du Roule
{ Christ Church, Charlottesville, VA }

Beaujon: estate; Hospice Beaujon

Rue de Faubourg Saint-Honoré

Houdon & his studio
Sculpture by Houdon
Diana, etc.
Washington
Lafayette
Jefferson
[other Houdon sculptures distributed in other notebooks (Buffon, Condorcet…)]

[Cf. TJ’s Paris, Chapter 5]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A9: Paris -- Left Bank: Faubourg Saint-Germain

- Portraits of Marquis & Marquise de Chastellux
- Hôtel de Salm
- Rue de Bourbon (Lafayette residence)
  - Portraits, children, and Madame de Lafayette
- Hôtel de Tessé, Rue de Varenne
  - Miniature portrait: Mme. de Tott
  - Painting portrait of Mme. de Tessé
  - [other material re Comte & Comtesse de Tessé in Notebook 18 (Chaville)]

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 6]

Notebook A10: Paris -- Left Bank: Faubourg Saint-Germain

- Abbaye Royale de Panthemont (Pentemont), Rue de Grenelle
  - (Extensive notes in addition to pictures)
  - Martha Jefferson: Boze miniature portrait and other souvenirs of Martha’s schooldays at Panthemont)

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 6]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

**Notebook A11: Paris -- Left Bank**

Hôtel d’Orléans, Rue des Petits Augustins (Bonaparte), TJ’s transient lodging-house, 10 August to 17 October 1784, before he moved to Cul-de-sac Taitbout

Théâtre Français (Comédie Française, later Odéon)
Marriage de Figaro (Beaumarchais)

La Monnaie (Hôtel des Monnaies—Royal Mint)
Coins (Droz)
Medals (American medals designed by Duvivier, Gatteaux, Dupré)
Diplomatic Medal
{ Notes }

Hôtel de la Rochefoucauld, Rue de Seine
Portraits of Duc (Louis-Alexandre) de La Rochefoucauld, and of duchesse de la Rochefoucauld (miniature once owned by William Short)

Portrait bust of Condorcet by Houdon
For La Rochefoucauld country estate, La Roche-Guyon, see Notebook 19 (Environs de Paris)

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 6]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A12: Paris -- Booksellers, Printers (Bibliography)

Bookshop; bookbinders; stationers

Printing shop

Books & pamphlets printed for Jefferson in Paris
   Notes on the State of Virginia (P. D. Pierres)
   Act for Establishing Religious Freedom
      { English and French }
   Passports – blank forms
   Observations on the Whale-Fishery (Clousier)

Hoffman “polytype” (stereotype)
   Lettre de Calonne

Hoffman, process for reproducing handwritten material

French translation of TJ’s First Annual Message to Congress (Dec. 1801),
published Paris, 1802

D’Hancarville, *Antiquités*

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 7]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A13: Paris -- Left Bank: Latin Quarter, Jardin du Roi (Muséum) (5\textsuperscript{th} Arrondissement)

Lespinasse views from Rue des Boulangers

{ Notes }

Eglise Sainte-Geneviève (Panthéon)

Jardin du Roi (Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle)

Views

Buffon

(Montbard)

André Thouin

Botanical plates

(Michaux … Encyclopédie Méthodique

Lamarck: Botanique)

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 7]

Notebook A14: Paris -- Jardin du Roi / Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle (cont’d)

Jefferson’s “Mould-board of the Least Resistance” for plows

Block & models therefrom preserved at Muséum from time of André Thouin

French translation of Jefferson’s “Description”

{ “Description d’une Oreille de Charrue” }

Other models and drawings, Conservatoire des Arts & Métiers

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 7]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A15: Paris -- Jardin du Roi / Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle (cont’d)

Fossils/Paleontology

Jefferson’s Gift of Fossils to the Museum of Natural History in Paris (1808)

{ Notes and letters }

{Booklets in back pocket of notebook:
   “The Megalonyx, The Metatherium, and Thomas Jefferson’s Lapse of
   Memory” by Julian P. Boyd
   “The Beginnings of Vertebrate Paleontology in North America” by
   George Gaylord Simpson
   Newspaper article, August 4, 1948 : “Il y a peut-être encre des mammouths
   en Russie” }

Museum of Natural History in Paris”, American Philosophical Society,
*Proceedings*, Vol. 95, No. 6, December 1951, pp. 597-627]

Notebook A16: Paris -- Environs

Maps

Chaillot

Passy  (including Franklin’s residence, Hôtel de Valentinois,
& John Trumbull drawings)

Bellevue, Sèvres, Saint-Cloud
   (including Ambassadors of Tipoo-Sahib in lower park at Saint-Cloud)

Versailles
   [Auteuil (Adams residence) : see Notebook 17]
   [Chaville (Tessé residence) : see Notebook 18]

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 8, “The Road to Versailles”]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A17: Paris -- Environ

Auteuil -- Hôtel Rouhault (Verrières):
Residence of John Adams & family, 1784-1785

{ Extensive notes and correspondence of family }

{ Newspaper clippings }

{ Pictures }

{ Back pocket: “The Adams in Auteuil”, *Total Information*, No. 66 (Geneva), 1976, pp. 44-end }


Notebook A18: Paris -- Environ

(The road to Versailles …)

Chaville
Country estate of Comte & Comtesse de Tessé
Including notes on the Tessé’s portraits
{ Sources, references, history }

Mme. de Tessé’s parting gift to Jefferson, 1789
(the marble column: the “altar” (*autel*) intended as a garden ornament; used as pedestal)
[Cf. dedication page, *TJ’s Paris*]

Tessé town residence, Rue de Varenne; see Notebook 9 (Faubourg Saint-Germain – miniature portrait of Mme. de Tessé and Mme. de Tott)

[Cf. *TJ’s Paris*, Chapter 8]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A19: Paris -- Environ

(The road to Saint-Germain …)

Bois de Boulogne

Bagatelle / Folie Sainte-James / Ch. de Madrid

Promenade à Longchamp

Pont de Neuilly

Isle de Puteaux

Couronnement de la Rosière (Huet/Toile de Jouy)

Louveciennes

Marly

Machine

Aqueduc

Château

Saint-Germain-en-Laye

La Roche-Guyon

Also: Vincennes / Saint-Denis / Malesherbes

Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A20: Paris -- Environ

Mont Calvaire (Mont Valérien), Suresnes
   Including notes
   { Account book pages }


   { Selected pages (print-offs from microfilm) from “Pélerinage du Calvaire sur Le Mont Valérien, et les fruits qu’on doit retirer de cette Dévotion.” M. de Pontbriant, 1779 }


Notebook A21: Paris -- Environ

Le Désert de Retz
   Estate of M. de Monville
   Chambourcy, near Saint-Germain-en-Laye
   Fôret de Marly
   Including notes & other material
   { Newspaper articles re Désert de Retz }

Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A22: Paris

- Paris in 1789 (French Revolution)
  - Opening of Estates-General in Versailles
  - Incidents in Paris
    - Bastille
  - Portraits (and allegorical prints) of Louis XVI
  - Portrait of M. Latude


Notebook A23: France -- Provinces

- Maps of France (1787/1788)
  - [Michelin map with routes of Jefferson’s travels marked thereon: in pocket]

(Notes on *Voyage pittoresque*)

- Normandy: Le Havre, Rouen
  - Road-map from Le Conducteur Français

- Paris to Lyon, via Dijon
  - Road-maps
    - Views from *Voyage pittoresque*
    - Dijon, Beaune, Chalons, Macon, etc.
      - Vineyards (Meursault…)

- Château de Laye-Epinaye (Beaujolais)
  - Including sculpture by Michel-Ange Slodtz, Diana and Endymion

- Lyon, Valence, Pont Saint-Esprit
  - (Rhône Valley)
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A24: France – Provinces

(Languedoc and Provence)

Pont du Gard

Nîmes

Aix-en-Provence

Vaucluse

Château de Borély (Marseilles)
  (Clérisseau)

Lunel, vineyards
  (articles by Galtier)

Montpellier (including Marcel Bovis photos)
  Château de Castries, near Montpellier

Canal du Midi (du Languedoc)

Bordeaux

Château de Chateloup (near Amboise)
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A25: France -- Provinces

Strasbourg (Alsace)

Pictorial documents (18th-century and modern photographs) illustrating Jefferson’s visit to Strasbourg in 1788

Includes Armand Koenig’s Bookshop

Books purchased by TJ from Koenig: survivors in Library of Congress

Gutenberg statue by David d’Angers, with bas-relief of “Bienfaits de l’Imprimerie en Amérique,” in which figure of Jefferson appears with other signers of the Declaration of Independence


Notebook A26: Netherlands (Holland) / England

Pictorial documents { and notes } illustrating Jefferson’s visit to Holland in 1788:

Rotterdam: illustrations for birthday of William of Orange (8 March)

Amsterdam

“Welgelegen,” country mansion of the banker Henry Hope, Harlem

Windmills (Moolenboek)

England: Isle of Wight, where Jefferson stopped en route to France in 1784, and again, upon his return to U. S. in 1789

[no illustrations for his journey to England in 1786, tour of gardens, etc.]
Part A: Research notebooks for *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* (27 binders) – cont’d

Notebook A27: Portraits of Jefferson

(odds and ends)

David d’Angers, statue (ca. 1832-33)

Engraved portraits, miscellaneous

[Life portraits done during Jefferson’s residence abroad are distributed in previous notebooks:
  Quenedy, physiognatrace : see notebook 2
  Trumbull miniature : see notebook 7
  Houdon sculpture : see notebook 8]
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders)

Compiled by Howard C. Rice, Jr.

Chiefly research notes, maps, and original photographs from Rice’s retracing of the Marquis de Chastellux’s travels in North America for Rice’s edition of Chastellux’s *Travels in North America in the Years 1780, 1781, and 1782*, published in 1963.

**Notebook B1: Portraits; Château de Chastellux; Lucy-le-Bois**

Genealogical chart of Chastellux family

Medallions

Masonic affiliations

Garry Wills, “Benevolent Adam Smith”
   Reference to Chastellux and his *Félicité publique*

Portraits of Chastellux
   Notes, H. C. Rice, November 1976
   François-Jean, Marquis de Chastellux

Marquise de Chastellux, née Marie-Brigitte Plunkett

“Surrender of Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, 19 Oct. 1781”
   Oil ptg. by John Trumball (finished before 1797)
   Including portrait of CHASTELLUX; see detail…, (Sizer, p. 76 & pl. 36, with key), Yale University Art Gallery, No. 1832.4

Château de Chastellux
   Pictures
   Maps
   Notes
   “Travels in the Province of Burgundy in the Month of October, 1963”,
   Pocket: “La Cathédrale d’Auxerre” par Abel Moreau and “Châteaux de l’Yonne” par Abel Moreau
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B1: Portraits; Château de Chastellux; Lucy-le-Bois – cont’d

Lucy-Le-Bois
  Notes
  Pictures

Washington Portrait
  Notes
  Portrait of Washington, by Charles Willson Peale
  Presumably acquired by the Chevalier de Chastellux, in Philadelphia, 1782

Notebook B2: Travels in N. America; Checklist of editions; (facsimiles of title-pages)

Catalogue listings of works on Chastellux’s travels in North America

Notes with title-page facsimiles

Notebook B3: Travels in N. America; Pictorial Itinerary; Part I, Chapters 1-2
(Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and New Jersey)

Pictures of lodgings (with notes)

Maps

Notebook B4: Travels in N. America; Pictorial Itinerary; Part I, Chapters 3-6
(Philadelphia, New Jersey, New York, Hudson Valley, Connecticut)

Maps

Pictures (with notes)

Portraits

Conrad-Alexandre Gérard, French Minister to U.S.
  Oil ptg. by Charles Willson Peale, 1779
  Showing State House as seen from French Legation (Sellers, #292)
  Independence National Historical Park Collection, Philadelphia
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B4: Travels in N. America; Pictorial Itinerary; Part I, Chapters 3-6 – cont’d

Portraits – cont’d

George Washington at Princeton
Oil ptg. by Charles Willson Peale, 1779
Commissioned by Executive Council of Penn. or State House, where Chastellux saw it, 4 December 1780 (Sellers, #904)
The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia

Chevalier de Ternant
Oil ptg. by Charles Willson Peale, ca. 1781 (Sellers, #859)
Independence National Historical Park Collection, Philadelphia

Chevalier de La Luzerne, French Minister to U.S.
Oil ptg. by Charles Willson Peale, ca. 1782 (Sellers, #505)
Independence National Historical Park Collection, Philadelphia

Louis Le Bègue de Presle Duportail
Oil ptg. by Charles Willson Peale, ca. 1782 (Sellers, #239)
Independence National Historical Park Collection, Philadelphia

Mrs. Samuel Powel, née Elizabeth Willing (1742-1830)
Oil ptg. by Matthew Pratt, ca. 1793
(Urn recalls recent death of her husband)
Cf. Chastellux comment, 1 Dec. 1780, etc. (note 29)
(W. Sawitszky, Matthew Pratt, pp. 60-62, pl. 30-31)
The Pennsylvania Academy of the FineArts, Philadelphia

Found with Notebooks B3 and B4:

- Envelope with copies of Chastellux’s travel itineraries in New England

Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B5: Travels in N. America; Pictorial Itinerary; Part II, Chapters 1-5 (Virginia)

Maps

Pictures (with notes)
   Including Monticello and Poplar Forest

Notebook B6: Travels in N. America; Pictorial Itinerary; Part III, Chapters 1-4

Maps

Pictures (with notes)

Notebook B7: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)
   Part I, Chapter 1: Connecticut, New York

Notebook B8: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)
   Part I, Chapter 2: New Jersey

Notebook B9: Manuscript

Revised translation
   Part I, Chapter 3: Philadelphia & vicinity
      Philadelphia & vicinity
      Germantown
      Brandywine & River Forts
      Whitemarsh
      Barren Hill
   Back Pocket: Road map
      Brochure: “The Fairmount Park Mansions in Philadelphia”
      Newspaper clipping with a map of Philadelphia County in 1854
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B10: Manuscript

Footnotes (references)

Part I, Chapter 3: Philadelphia & vicinity

Some newspaper clippings

[folder with additional notes and “footnotes to be completed or checked”]

Notebook B11: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)

Part I, Chapter 4: North through New Jersey and up the Hudson to Albany

Part I, Chapter 5: Albany and the Saratoga Battlefields

Part I, Chapter 6: From Albany back to Newport
(some newspaper clippings)

Notebook B12: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)

Part II, Chapter 1: Williamsburg to the Piedmont

Part II, Chapter 2: Visit to Mr. Jefferson at Monticello

Part II, Chapter 3: The Natural Bridge and the Journey to Powhatan Court House

Part II, Chapter 4: Petersburg, Richmond, Westover, and back to Williamsburg

Back: 1957 road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s Travels (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B13: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)

Part II, Chapter 5 and Appendices: Virginia, Natural Bridge, Birds/Opossum

Pages from Vol. XV, No. 4 (April 1907), William and Mary Quarterly:
“Resolved that a Degree of Doctor of Civil Law be conferred upon Gen'l
Chastellux of which the following is a Diploma…” (March 7, 1781)

Appendix A: Description of the Natural Bridge, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New Series, Vol. I (Philadelphia, 1818), No. XIII:
“On the Geological Formation of the Natural Bridge of Virginia, by Francis William Gilmer.—Read February 16, 1816.”

Appendix B: Notes on Natural History

Notebook B14: Manuscript

Revised translation and footnotes (references)

Part III, Chapter 1: Hartford, Connecticut, to Portsmouth, New Hampshire
some newspaper clippings

Part III, Chapter 2: Boston and vicinity

Part III, Chapter 3: Providence; across Connecticut to the Hudson; farewell to Washington at Newburgh

Part III, Chapter 4: The Moravian Settlements at Hope and Bethlehem; return to Philadelphia
Part B: Research notebooks for Chastellux’s *Travels* (18 binders) – cont’d

Notebook B15: Manuscript

  Revised translation and footnotes (references)
  Part IV, Epilogue
  Letter to Madison
  Correspondence with the University of the State of New York, re Chastellux letter (copy included)
  Appendix: Progress of Arts and Sciences in America

Notebook B16

  Appendices
  Surviving buildings
  Bibliographical note
  Cartography
  Index

Notebook B17: Reviews of Howard C. Rice edition of Chastellux’s *Travels*

  Announcements, awards, newspaper clippings

Notebook B18: Party for publication of Howard C. Rice edition of Chastellux’s *Travels*

  Menu
  Music
  Pictures
Part C: Additional binders

Binder C1:

Index to *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris*

Binder C2:

Original master copy of *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* : Chapters 1-5
Memoranda, notes, abstract, plans

Binder C3:

Original master copy of *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* : Chapters 6-10

Binder C4:

Original master copy of *Thomas Jefferson’s Paris* : Notes, illustrations, captions
Sources and credits for illustrations
Index listing of figure illustrations
Part C: Additional binders – cont’d

Binder C5:

From Box 2A, Section 2, Binder 2:

*From Parnassus to the Field of Mars: French Comments on the Progress of the Arts in America*, Williamsburg Antiques Forum (1976)

Summary of Rice’s lecture

Chastellux: allusions to artists

  Salvator Rosa  
  Prints  
  Reference to Salvator Rosa in letter from Henry James

  Gaspard Poussin (Dughet)  
  Prints

  Jean-Baptiste Greuze

  Hubert Robert

  Claude-Joseph Vernet

  Jean-Baptiste Le Prince  
  Print

Binder C6:

*The Eye of Thomas Jefferson* catalogue entries for National Gallery

  Notes on pictures
Part C: Additional binders – cont’d

Folder Case C7: Miscellany

Folder C7a:
The General Advertiser (1788)
  English language newspaper published in Paris by Pissot, printed by Clousier
  See TJ’s Paris, p. 135, note 7

Notebook C7b:
French sources of Jefferson’s plan for the prison at Richmond
  From Box 5, Section 19
    Pictures and notes
    Letter: Jefferson to Gov. James Wood of Virginia (Mar. 31, 1797)
    Text by Howard C. Rice

Notebook C7c:
Ducray du Minil
  From Box 4, Folder 21
    Les Principaux Événemens de la Révolution de Paris … représentés par figures …
    Paris – 1789

Notebook C7d:
  From Box 2-A, Section 3, Binder 1
    Notes on lecture and slides/artist mentioned therein (including some material not used in the presentation)
Part D: File case of research folders

Please refer to the Howard C. Rice Detailed Guide available onsite at the Jefferson Library for a further breakdown of the contents of each individual folder.
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Howard C. Rice Correspondence

Biographical information; Curriculum vitae; Rice’s introduction / preface to the Collection

Copy of Rice’s title pages for notebooks; List of books and papers transferred

Box 1: HCR Correspondence – re TJ – 1946 –

I. Correspondence, re TJ letters, etc
   1. Divers
   2. Affaires Étrangères
   3. Archives Nationales
   4. Besançon
   5. Blérancourt
   6. Bibliothèque nationale – Estampes
      6a. (inner folder – Bibliothèque nationale)
   7. Carnavalet
   8. Chambres de Commerce
   9. Chavin - Photographe
   10. Conservatoire Arts & Métiers
   11. de Corny
   12. England
   13. Galtier – Montpellier – re Wines
   14. Hamel (Frances Wright letter re TJ – 1824)
   15. Dr. Imbert (collection)
   16. Institut de France
   17. Kimball, re Jefferson
   18. Lafayette
   19. La Rochefoucauld (La Roche-Guyon)
   20. LeRay de Chaumont (Franklin’s landlord at Passy)
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

21. Dumas Malone – re Jefferson
22. Marseille (re TJ’s visits there, 1787)
23. Nantes
24. Netherlands
25. [Netherlands] Hardenberg (The Hague)
27. [Netherlands] Photos of *Catalogus* for sale by P. van Hengst, Mar. 10, 1789
28. TJ – Holland – Van Damme
29. J. Niemcewicz (& TJ)
30. Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Hôtel de Noailles) – De Terline
31. Abbaye de Pentemont
32. Pusy Lafayette (portrait of Mme. de Tott & Mme. de Tessé)
33. 7e arrondissement
34. De Staël/Necker
    Coppet
    Ctsse le Marois
    Ctsse de Pange
35. De Tracy ; Destutt de Tracy
36. Versailles (Bibliothèque, etc.)
37. Villard (Léonie) – Lyon (1947-) [i.e., 1946-1950]
38. TJ letters – photographs & microfilms (invoices, 1946-1951)

II. Papers of TJ – Correspondence – H. C. Rice & Editors in Princeton
39. Correspondence with Editors, 1950-1972
40. TJ correspondence with Princeton – (1946-48 HCR from Paris)

III. Papers of Thomas Jefferson
41. Papers of TJ; plans, announcements, etc.
42. Papers of TJ; material prepared by HCR for distribution in France
43. Papers of TJ; re publication of Vol. 1, 1950
44. Papers of TJ; presentation of Vol. 1 in Paris to Bibliothèque nationale, 6/26/50
45. Papers of TJ; presentation of Vol. 1 in Paris, USIS Exhibit (HCR)
46. TJ – subjects to investigate
47. TJ letters obtained from abroad (by HCR, Jr., et al.)
49. Interview with Mme. Trudel for radio broadcast, 1959
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

Box 2: HCR Articles on Jefferson (1947-1965)

I. L’Hôtel de Langeac (1947)
   [2 copies of book – nos. 78 & 421]
   1. Manuscripts
   2. Printers, etc. (1947-48; 1977-78)
      2a. [inner folder – Quimper Museum (1977-78) re Berthélemy oil sketch for Langeac ceiling]
   3. “Talley sheets” for gift copies distributed

II. Jefferson’s Earliest Note to Maria Cosway (1948)
   1. Drafts
   2. Envelope containing 7 offprints of the article

III. A “New” Likeness of Thomas Jefferson (1949)
   1. Drafts, correspondence, and detached copy of article

IV. Jefferson in Europe a Century and a Half Later: Notes of a Roving Researcher (1950)
   1. Early draft
   2. Drafts and correspondence

V. The Paris Depository for Notarial Archives – TJ Leases (1951)
   1. Drafts, correspondence, and offprint

VI. Jefferson’s Gift of Fossils to the Museum of Natural History in Paris (1951)
   1. Drafts and correspondence
   2. Manuscript
   3. Distribution – correspondence and list of recipients

VII. A French Source of Jefferson’s Plan for the Prison at Richmond (1953)
    1. Correspondence with Peterson

VIII. Les Visites de Jefferson au Mont-Valérien (1953-54)
    [see Box 4, folder 44, Mont Calvaire]

IX. The Adams Family in Auteuil, 1784-1785, as told in the letters of Abigail Adams (1956)
    1. Correspondence
    2. Correspondence re photographs used in booklet
    3. Drafts, galley proofs, and correspondence
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

X. Thomas Jefferson à Strasbourg, 1788 (1958)
   1. Typescript
   2. [unlabeled]
      2a. Correspondence (1955-1959)
      2b. TJ/Armand Koenig correspondence – notes
      2c. Rough draft
      2d. Illustrations

XI. Green Mountain Boy at Monticello: a talk with Jefferson in 1822 (1962)
   1. Stephen Greene Press correspondence, etc.
   2. Reviews & letters of comment
   3. Personal distribution list for announcements
   4. Manuscript

XII. Poor in Love Mr. Short (1964)
   1. W&M Quarterly (Abbot) correspondence
   2. Final copy, carbon
   3. Bizardel correspondence
   4. Madame de Tessé letters – American Philosophical Society & LC
   5. Notes
   6. Drafts
   7. Bizardel article
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XIII. Les Adieux de Jefferson à la France (1965)
   1. Copies of issue

Box 2A: H. C. Rice – Lectures – text, notes & slides

I. “Jefferson in Paris” - Charlottesville, Apr. 7, 1977
   b. Binder 1: “Jefferson in Paris” list of slides
   c. Binder 2: Typescript of lecture
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

II. “From Parnassus to the Field of Mars,” Williamsburg Antiques Forum – Jan. 29, 1976
   a. Binder 1: List of slides, text of lecture, quotations, program information
   b. Folders outside of binders:
      i. Slides - Williamsburg
      ii. Colonial Williamsburg – 1973/75
      iv. [umarked] – correspondence, news clippings, tourist brochures
   c. Folder in Binder 2:
      i. Earlier draft
      ii. Notes in progress

   a. Binder 2
      i. Notes and materials
      ii. “Libertas Americana” medal – Toile de Jouy, etc.
      iii. re Jacques Le Moyne de Marques – 1564 Florida drawing, NYPL
      iv. Niderviller porcelain at Mount Vernon
   b. Folders outside binders
      i. Folder 1: Correspondence
      ii. Folder 1a: Loose material
      iii. Folder 2: Slides (Starks)
      iv. Folder 3: Summary of lecture, suggested readings

Box 3: Thomas Jefferson’s Paris

I. 1976 Manuscript
   a. “160 pages of paste-up”
   b. Page proofs

II. Old drafts, ca. 1950 (revised; some material not used in 1976 book)
   b. Folder 2: “Perlustrations in Paris with Jefferson” (5 walks [i.e. 6] for the Boyds, 1953)
   c. Chapter folders
      i. Chapters 1-4: drafts
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

Box 3A: Correspondence, etc. from 1973 (and earlier) re *TJ’s Paris*, *Eye of TJ*, and *Le Monde de Franklin et de Jefferson*

I. *TJ’s Paris* – Correspondence, Princeton University Press, Meriden Gravure Co., etc. re publication (1974-1976)
   3. Meriden Gravure Co./Princeton University Library re original material for illustrations (1976)
   4. Princeton University Library/Charles Greene re illustrations, references, etc. (1974-1976)
   8. Promotion, advertisements, etc.
   9. *University Magazine* excerpt
   10. Reviews of *TJ’s Paris* (duplicates)
   11. List of complimentary copies distributed
   12. Letters of acknowledgement received (1976-1980)

II. *TJ’s Paris* - Correspondence & Jefferson in general (alphabetical)
   22. Dumbauld, Ed (1964-1979)
   25. Horn – re Odiot’s silver goblets, fig. 30 (1975-1976)
   28. Louvre (Rosenberg) – re Saint Séverin catalogue, fig. 55 (1976)
   30. Minneapolis Institute of Arts – re De Machy, Balloon Ascension (1977)
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

31. Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Award (1978)
32. Monticello – Remarks, 12 April 1978
33. Monticello – Lecture on TJ, 7 April 1977
34. Monticello – J. Bear (1972-1976)
37. Monuments Historiques de la France – reviews, etc. (1976)
38. Musée Île-de-France (Poisson) – re Lespinasse’s Château La Roche-Guyon, fig. 163 (1975)
41. New York Public Library (Roth) – re photo of Gouverneur Morris portrait, fig. 23 (1975)
43. Philadelphia Museum of Art – re Hôtel de Salm bas-relief, fig. 14 (1975)
44. Photo–Giraudon (1975-1976)
45. Photos – Paris (1975)
46. Pickens – re JSAH article on “Mr. Jefferson as a revolutionary architect” (1976)
47. Quarré – Dijon (1975-1976)
50. Terrier – Compiègne-Blérancourt (1949-1971)
52. Virginia State Library – re Houdon photos, figs. 81 & 83 (1975)
54. Colonial Williamsburg Publications – re photo of Paris map, fig. 15 (1978)
55a. (inner folder) Chalfour, André (1972-1974)

III. The Eye of Th. Jefferson, National Gallery, 1974-1976
58. Press comments

IV. Exhibition 1975 – Le Monde de Franklin et de Jefferson ; The World of Franklin and Jefferson – New York, The “Eames” Show, USIA
60. Le Monde de Franklin et de Jefferson – USIS Exhibition, Paris (1975)
61. Le Monde de Franklin et de Jefferson – printed folder of exhibition
62. Additions to Paris USIS Exhibition
63. World of Franklin & Jefferson at the Met, NY (1976)
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

Box 4: Subject File for research relating to Jefferson (arranged alphabetically)

Copies of TJ letters [HCR note: to be classified = subject (discard those published in Papers)]

1. Memorandum (Account Books), 1784-1789
   1a. TJ’s Account Book – July to December 1784 (indexed for proper names)
   1b. TJ’s Account Book – 1785 (indexed for proper names)
   1c. TJ’s Account Book – 1786 (indexed for proper names, except journey to England, March-April 1786)
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1d. TJ’s Account Book – 1787 (indexed for proper names, except journey to Southern France and Italy, March-June)
1e. TJ’s Account Book – 1788 (indexed for proper names, except journey to Low Countries, etc., March 4-April 25)
1f. TJ’s Account Book – January to November 1789

2. Adams – notes on diary
3. Aerostatics (balloons, etc.)
4. TJ as Architect
5. Books and Library
6. Botanical Plates
7. Botidoux Letters to Martha Jefferson (Panthemont schoolmate)
8. Bulfinch (in France)
9. Notes on Carriages
10. Condorcet
11. Mrs. Cosway’s Papers
12. Cul-de-Sac Taitbout House leased from Guireaud de Taleyrac – lease and other documents
13. Démeunier
14. J. Dos Passos – review by Henry Steele Commager
15. Dufief, Nicholas Gouin – “Nature displayed…” language teaching; article by Carrière
16. Encyclopédie & Déscription des Artes & Métiers (articles by George B. Watts)
17. Encyclopédie Méthodique
18. Hôtel Valentinois – Franklin residence, Passy
19. French Revolution (1789)
21. French Revolution (1789) – Ducray du Minil
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

22. Gardens (design) – Horticulture
23. Hospitals (Paris)
24. Hôtel de Langeac (lease) & other
25. Hôtel d’Orléans – lodgings, Rue de Richelieu
26. Houdon (studio, etc.)
27. Houdon (slide lecture – HCR, ca. 1937-38)
28. Household Expenses – servants, furniture, etc.
29. von Humboldt – re TJ’s letter of April 14, 1811
30. Illustrations in Papers of TJ (Princeton ed.) – Consolidated contents – Index to portraits
32. Lafayette House – Rue de Bourbon
33. Hôtel de La Rochefoucauld & family
34. Lakanal – TJ letter to, 30 July 1816
35. Ledoux, Claude Nicholas
36. Lenoir & Lemoine – School, Rue de Berri (sons of St. John de Crèvecœur et al.)
37. Louvre/Salons
38. Malesherbes & château – Correspondence with Lévis-Mirefoix
39. Martha Jefferson (Randolph) – TJ’s daughter
40. Model for Richmond Capitol – Foquet/Bloquet
41. Monnaie – Mint/Medals
42. Medals
42a. Jefferson – Dupré (médailleur)
43. Monnaie – J.P. Droz
44. Mont Calvaire (Valérien)
45. Monticello – articles, pictures, etc.
46. Muséum Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle
   b. Muséum Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle – HCR correspondence and notes on materials there
   c. Mould Board
   d. Paleontology – Museum (fossils)
   e. Académie d’Agriculture (Paris)
47. Music – concerts, performers, etc.
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

Box 5: Subject File (cont’d)

1. Odiot, silversmith
2. Paintings – Paris purchases, Auctions, his Catalogues, etc., and Vouet (Simon, 1590-1649)
3. Palais Royal
4. Passy (Les Eaux de Passy)
5. Périer Frères Cie des Eaux – Pompe à feu Chaillot
6. Portraits of TJ – Bouch/Desnoyers, etc.
7. Portrait of Martha Jefferson
8. “Presents de congé” (Louis XVI) – presents to departing diplomats
9. Printers, booksellers, engravers, stationers, etc.
10. Printers and booksellers (Imprimerie/Libraire)
11. Paris: Libraires & Imprimeurs
12. Printers, etc. – Hoffman, polytype
13. Printers – Pierres, P.D.
14. Printers – Clousier, Pissot
17. Printers – Notes on the State of Virginia: printing & distribution (cont’d)
18. French printing of First Annual Message to Congress, 1801 (Paris, 1802)
19. Prison – Bugniet plans (& photos)
20. Reibelt, J. Philip (d. 1809) - Notes
21. Restif de la Bretonne – Les Contemporaines
22. Richmond, Virginia – Capitol, etc.
23. Ruggieri – Fireworks
24. William Short – HCR correspondence with Shackelford
25. Slaves
26. Switzerland
   26a. (inner folder) Switzerland – Ansermoz-Dubois
27. Tessé, Tott – Research notes
28. Mme. de Tessé – Cicero discovering tomb of Archimedes at Syracuse
29. Tessé – Château de Chaville: Notes & correspondence
30. Tessé – Correspondence with Mme. de Larminat
31. Theaters (Paris) – Performances attended by TJ, 1784-1789
32. Travels – Memo 1781, Southern France, etc.
33. Trumbull
34. University of Virginia
35. TJ & Madison – Vermont Tour, 1791
36. Daniel Webster – Conversations at Monticello, 1824
37. Wines (Lur-Saluces, etc.) & cooking, Correspondence with L. Valensi, 1970
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

Box 5A: Index to Card Files

Box 6: Photos, negatives, microfilms (see Archival Storage Boxes A & B)

Box 7: Chastellux I: Publication, correspondence, notes for Chastellux’s Travels (1963)

I. Publicity, Reviews, and Comments
   1. Party, 4 August 1963
   2. Book reviews
   3. Letters re book

II. Announcements, mailing-list, etc.
   4. Mailing-list for announcements

III. Contract and Royalties
   5. Chapel Hill – Orders at author’s discount

IV. Correspondence – Williamsburg, 1963
   6. Correspondence

V. Award – 1962
   7. Williamsburg Institute Award, 5 May 1962

VI. Correspondence – Williamsburg, 1962
   8. Correspondence
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VII. Correspondence – Williamsburg, 1961 & previous
   9. Correspondence

VIII. Correspondence, general, 1952-1962
   10. Correspondence

IX. Correspondence re Bibliography, 1961-1963
   11. Bibliography – Correspondence

X. Correspondence – Illustrations (permissions), 1960-1963
   12. Chastellux correspondence re permission to reproduce illustrations
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

XI. Correspondence with Chastellux descendants
   13. Correspondence with Duc de Duras, 1950-1964

XII. Part I, Ch. 1: Rhode Island., Connecticut, West Point – Correspondence
   15. Correspondence – Rhode Island/Connecticut

XIII. Part I, Ch. 3: Correspondence – Philadelphia, etc.

XIV. Part II: Virginia – Correspondence
   18. Virginia – Correspondence, 1960-1965

XV. Part III: Ch. 4: Moravians – Correspondence
   19. Moravians – Correspondence, 1959

XVI. Illustrations – Notes
   [empty]

XVII. Outline maps
   20. Maps, vol. 1
   21. Maps, vol. 2

XVIII. Bibliography of Chastellux’s Travels – Photostats, etc.
   22. Negative Photostats, title pages of different editions

XIX. Chastellux Bibliography – Checklist of Editions
   23. Chastellux Bibliography

XX. Introduction – General Account of Chastellux
   24. Preface/Introduction

XXI. Chastellux Bibliography – Story of the Book
   25. Bibliography – Newberry MS

XXII. Introduction – re English Translator, George Grieve
   27. Introduction

XXIII. Introduction – Chastellux “Avertissement” – Newport 1781
   28. Chastellux – “Avertissement” / 1781 / 1786 (?)
Part D: File case of research folders - cont’d

XXIV. Introduction – Research notes, etc., on Chastellux
   29. Materials and notes for introduction
   30. Miscellaneous notes
   31. Notes to be checked and completed

XXV. Part II: Introduction – 1781
   32. Introduction to Part II – i.e., account of Chastellux, 1781-82, Yorktown, etc.
      – text and notes

XXVI. Part III: Introduction
   33. Introduction to Part III – Interlude, May to Oct. 1782 – text and notes
   34. Introduction to Part III (Va. North to Conn.) – Summer & Autumn, 1782

Box 8: Chastellux II (Regional notes/pamphlets) – Chastellux’s *Travels* (1963)

I. Notes - Regional
   1. Research Notes – Rhode Island
   2. Research Notes – Connecticut
   3. Research Notes – New Hampshire, Portsmouth
   4. [from J. Madison’s autobiographical sketch – French visitor in
   5. Virginia – Part II (Virginia) Ch. 1, “Williamsburg to the Piedmont,” Notes
      1-35

II. New England – Maps & guide

III. Rhode Island – Maps, booklets, etc.
   7. Newport – Rhode Island

IV. Connecticut – Maps, booklets, etc.
   8. Connecticut

V. Part III: Boston, etc. – Maps, booklets, etc.
   9. Boston
   10. Massachusetts, 1782

VI. Part III: New Hampshire – Maps, booklets, etc.
   11. New Hampshire – Portsmouth

VII. Part I: New Jersey – Maps, pamphlets, etc.
   12. New Jersey
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VIII. Part I: New York – Maps, pamphlets, etc.
[maps outside folders]
13. Saratoga & Schuyler Mansion, etc. – Albany region
14. Hudson River Valley – Newburgh area, Beacon, Kinderhook, etc.
15. New York City

IX. Part I. Ch. 3: Philadelphia – Maps, booklets, etc., Pennsylvania
16. Pennsylvania [Philadelphia only]
17. Philadelphia (Germantown) & Pennsylvania in general
18. Portraits: Independence Hall – Checklist
19. Colonial Philadelphia – Notes & Queries

X. Part III. Ch. 4: Moravian – Maps, booklets, etc.
20. Moravian

XI. Part II: Virginia – Maps, booklets, etc.
21. Virginia
23. Richmond
24. Charlottesvile and Natural Bridge

XII. Virginia
Part E: Archive collection of slides, microfilm and index cards

Please refer to the Howard C. Rice Detailed Guide available onsite at the Jefferson Library for a detailed list of slides in the collection.

Archival Storage Box A

From Box 2A:

1. TJ’s Paris 2 boxes – 92 slides
2. Two lists of TJ’s Paris slides
3. Williamsburg lecture 1971 slides
4. Williamsburg lecture 1976 slides

From Box 6:

5. Portion of MS from Chambre de Commerce de Marseille Positive prints
6. Two road maps of France, 1787/8 and one plan de France, 1787 Negative plates
7. Views of Paris, May to July 1948 Photos by Chauvin (TJ landmarks) Photos 26 negatives Models of Pont de Neuilly 2 negatives
8. View of Le Havre, 1779 Glass negative plate
9. Paris Environs of Paris 5 glass plates
10. Memorandum on a tour through Southern France, 1787 – 2 pages Letter TJ to A Gallatin, June 1, 1807 on Tariff on wine 3 negatives
11. TJ list of fossils (MHi) 2 photos
12. Paris map showing city walls 1 glass plate
13. Pichon…Plan Routier…Paris 1787 5 negatives
14. Map of Paris environs Glass negative
Part E: Archive collection of slides, microfilm and index cards – cont’d

Archival Storage Box A – cont’d

15. Page from TJ Account Book – Hermits of Mont Valérien
   Glass negative

16. Theatres and concerts
   John Trumbull “Place Louis XV”, Paris 1786
   6 microfilm strips
   1 negative (damaged)

17. Paris and environs map
   Glass negative

18. Archives Nationales, Paris Seine atlas
   3 negatives

19. Maire – Plan de Paris, 1803/4
   Aerostat – M. Tetu
   3 negatives (damaged)

20. Rue Saint-Honoré – Maison des Feuillants
   Film strip

21. La Roche Guyon
   Film strip

   Negative microfilm

23. Boullee drawings of Tessé’s Château at Chaville
   Microfilm

24. Pélerinage du Calvaire sur le Mont Valérien (DLC)
   Microfilm

25. P. D. Pierres – Description d’une nouvelle presse
d’imprimerie 1786 Bib. Nat.
   Sales Catalogue De Bill Collection Bib. Nat.

26. “Le Conducteur Francais”
   11 glass plates

27. Commerce avec Les Etats-Unis, 1778-1793
   Chambre de Commerce de Marseille
   Positive microfilm

28. Two letters to Mme. De Staël
   Positive microfilm

29. Unknown
   Positive microfilm

30. TJ pamphlet Marseille
   2 reels microfilm

31. TJ-Van Damme letters
   Microfilm

32. TJ letters from Arch. Aff. etc.
   Microfilm
Part E: Archive collection of slides, microfilm and index cards – cont’d

Archival Storage Box B

33. Rice Papers index 1 box

34. Jardins Anglo-Chinois 2 photocopies

35. Maps of Paris 5 photos, 7 photocopies


From Box 2, Section 9, Folder 3:
37. Multiple sheets of proofs, galley, correspondence of “The Adams Family in Auteil”

From Box 3:
38. Page proof of TJ’s Paris

39. 3x5 cards of Rice’s indexing for TJ’s Paris 1 box

From Box 3A, Folder 62:
40. Additions to Paris USIS exhibition – photocopies of items borrowed from 18 persons or institutions

From Box 5, Folder 18:
41. TJ’s First Annual Message to Congress (Dec. 8, 1801) – French translation, Paris 1802

From Box 5, Folder 23:

From Box 5:
43. 3x5 cards – TJ Account Books, 1784-1789 1 box

44. 3x5 cards – Bibliography for TJ’s Paris and Topography of Paris buildings 1 box

From Box 7, Folder 25:
45. Chastellux MS 17 pages of negative photostats
Part F: Books and Pamphlets

Consists of 450 monographs and pamphlets relating to Jefferson, Monticello, eighteenth-century France, and to Jefferson’s contemporaries, such as the Marquis de Lafayette, Benjamin Franklin, and John Adams.

For a listing, simply click on the link below:
Titles from the Howard C. Rice Collection

To find a specific title, refer to the Thomas Jefferson Portal, the Jefferson Library’s online catalog, and search for the title after selecting the Howard C. Rice Collection under the Limit by Location option.